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Annual Report

Our Strategic Intent

A community that keeps itself well and healthy
A client who has a seamless journey
A responsive service system which has better outcomes
Capable organisations with good relationships and high levels of influence
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Our purpose

The purpose of SEHCP Inc. trading as enliven, is to promote the prevention and control of
diseases in human beings by:

(a) enabling partnerships of health and social service
organisations to be more effective in preventing and
controlling diseases in human beings

(b) improving the social determinants
of health on a population-wide basis
in order to prevent and control
diseases in human beings

(c) increasing the ability of carers,
families and communities to prevent
and control diseases in human beings

(d) identifying, preventing and controlling newly
arising issues in our community that contribute to
diseases in human beings
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Our goals

Our goals

Enhance opportunities for change through advocacy by
engaging and mobilising key stakeholders within the 		
community who will champion the development and 		
implementation of collaborative initiatives to enhance 		
social health outcomes.
Develop and utilise contemporary service system design
methodology to strengthen enliven’s planning and delivery
processes, ensuring co-design and collective impact 		
principles are embedded in practice.
Positively impact on the health of the population by
improving the capacity of our members and stakeholders to
collaboratively engage with local communities to address
current and emerging health needs.
Reduce inequities and disparities among vulnerable groups
by facilitating networks involving organisational and 		
community stakeholders in the south-east to develop 		
tailored interventions to improve health and social 		
outcomes for these communities.
Deliver on the commitment to place-based approaches by
ensuring that members and stakeholders are supported 		
in the planning and delivery of services in defined 			
socio-geographic areas.
Improve service coordination by promoting and leading the
collaborative development of common processes and 		
systems for consumers to better navigate local health 		
and community services.
Build strong and effective partnerships and foster key
stakeholder relationships to maximise service integration
and collaboration opportunities.
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Responding to change

Annual Reports focus on our achievements and
challenges over the preceding year. While I
understand the importance of doing this I am
also inclined to look to the future. In regard to
last year I am pleased to inform you that we
have made a great start on implementing the
Strategic Plan that we showcased at last year’s
Annual General Meeting.
In particular I would draw your attention to:
-Our successful design and delivery of
externally funded projects such as:
Strengthening Seniors Inclusion and
Participation project; Afghan Community
Strengthening and Tamil Community
Strengthening projects
The refresh of our approach to
communications, including our
new-look website and social media
presence
The launch of our suite of Health
Literacy Services.
The external environment has become more
complex in the last year. There are now more
partnership and networks operating across
our catchment with the latest to commence
being the Metropolitan Partnerships that were
launched last year.
What distinguishes enliven from most of the
others is our experience in developing and
supporting partnerships as true collaborative
frameworks capable of achieving more
together than we do alone. This is even more
important in an increasingly competitive
environment.
The implementation of My Aged Care and the
NDIS, in particular create challenges for our
members and therefore for enliven.
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Gregg Nicholls
Board Chair

We know from our past work that while
competition creates better choices for service
users it can also reduce service coordination
which can produce negative outcomes for us
all.
In looking to the future we know that things will
change following the Victorian election at the
end of November this year regardless of who
wins office. To this end enliven is participating
strongly with our Primary Care Partnership
colleagues across the state in seeking to
position us as the lead partnership platform for
the future. The runs are on the Board and we
hope that the next State Government will
recognise this.
I would like to acknowledge the commitment
and excellent work of my fellow Board
members and the enliven team under Rob
Macindoe’s leadership. I also want to thank our
members for their ongoing support and
participation in helping to achieve our mutual
goals.
To this end we look forward to continuing this
work and collaboratively improving the health
and wellbeing of our communities.

Adding value

enliven exists to improve the health and
wellbeing of our communities with particular
focus on prevention through building health
literacy and community capacity. Our goals are
set around the prevention and management
of chronic disease and in order to do this, it is
important we positively and sustainably address
the basic social health issues that confront our
communities, particularly the most vulnerable.
During the past 12 months we have worked
closely with our members, local partners and
communities themselves to initiate and
co-design new responses to target these social
health issues. This “add-value” approach aims
to nurture ongoing collaborative relationships
as well as appropriate community supports so
that there are readily identified sustainable
outcomes beyond the intervention period.
The key achievements are summarised in our
one-page ‘Year in Review’ infographic and our
audiovisual Annual Report which can both be
accessed on the new and improved:
enliven.org.au
Our Chair, Gregg Nicholls, has already
highlighted some of our more significant work
over the past year but I would also like to draw
your attention to other core areas of activity.
This includes the valued on going work of our
Early Intervention and Integrated Care (EIIC)
Committee under the leadership of Heather
Lawson. This group has been grappling with the
challenges of the aged care funded sector
moving to the Commonwealth and the impacts
of the NDIS implementation. Necessary
adjustments will be made to refocus priorities
to reflect the whole of Government approach
and recognising that in working with
communities it is important to address the

Rob Macindoe
Executive Director

whole life stage approach
ranging from early years through to senior
years.
We have had an increasing presence in the
Childrens’ and Family sector with
participation in the area Child Youth and
Family partnership, convening of the
Aboriginal Early Years Roundtable and
working with partners in the development of
an Out of Home Care carers service resource.
Our climate change adaptation work
continues with facilitation of workshops in
partnership with ARUP and member agencies,
South East Councils Climate Change Alliance
(SECCCA), to identify strategies with Local
Councils and community service providers.
Sales of our CSIRO published “Climate
Change Adaptation” book also continue in
both hard cover and electronic form.
Finally, I would like to thank the Board for
their ongoing strategic direction and
support and of course, and most importantly,
the wonderful staff team that help make it all
happen.
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Moving forward

enliven is an independent ACNC registered
organisation that receives funding from a
variety of sources. enliven’s mission is to
promote the prevention and control of
diseases in human beings with a focus on
the social determinants of health.

This diagram summarises enliven’s
strategic priorities with an emphasis on PCP
core tasks and other opportunities from an
independent business entity perspective
(recognising overlap in objectives and
strategies).

50% of enliven’s focus is currently on core
Primary Care Partnership (PCP) priorities and
activities. The enliven Board recognises the
need for effective outcomes to be gained via
collective impact, recognising that a whole
of Government approach is required as well
as the pursuit of private sector and 		
philanthropic opportunities.

Improving the organisational capacity of our
member agencies and stakeholders to
incorporate health literacy principles in their
work is fundamental and underpins each of
enliven’s strategic priorities. enliven is
committed to and will continue to utilise
frameworks that support collective impact
and community co-design into the future.
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Our strategic objectives 2017 - 2021

1

Enhance opportunities for change through advocacy by
engaging and mobilising key stakeholders within the
community who will champion the development and
implementation of collaborative intiatives to enhance social
health outcomes.

Develop and utilise contemporary service system design
methodology to strengthen enliven’s planning and delivery
processes, ensuring co-design and collective impact principles
are embedded in practice.
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Positively impact on the health of the population by improving
the capacity of our members and stakeholders to collaboratively
engage with local communities to address current and emerging
health needs.

Reduce inequities and disparities among vulnerable groups by
facilitating networks involving organisational and community
stakeholders in the south east to develop tailored interventions
to improve health and social outcomes for these communities.
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Deliver on the commitment to place-based approaches by
ensuring that members and stakeholders are supported in the
planning and delivery of services in defined socio-geographic
areas.

Improve service coordination by promoting and leading the
collaborative development of common processes and systems
for consumers to better navigate local health and community
services.
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2

6

Build strong and effective partnerships and foster key
stakeholder relationships to maximise service integration and
collaboration opportunities.
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The year
in review
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The year in review

Child Protection and the law - A different perspective
Exploring Family Law, Child Protection and
Family Violence, the training draws on the
challenges new arrival communities face in
understanding and navigating complex legal
processes.
		
In early stages of the project, we facilitated
the extension of the existing program into
the City of Casey, recognising the growing
number of new arrivals settling there.

In partnership with Victoria Legal Aid (VLA),
enliven has facilitated the roll-out of a legal
education program shining a light on the
legalities of what we usually consider to be
issues of public health and wellbeing. Coined
‘Settled and Safe,’ the two-day legal 		

We will now look at expanding further into
neighbouring PCP catchment areas with a
broadened focus on other vulnerable group
such as Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders,
LGBTI groups and more.
In addition to this, the partnership approach
to roll-out has also expanded to include

“I would like to express my gratitude for offering us the opportunity to participate in this training. My
current role at AMES Australia and the contents of the training were very
relevant as we often get asked questions by clients regarding family violence and child
protection. After completing this training, I become more confident to provide information and
answer their questions regarding this topic. Notonly its relevancy with my work, but also it 		
haddeveloped my personal knowledge and assisted me with my study. This training gave me new
energy and clear understanding of the complexity in the legal process of family violence and child
protection. Overall, the training was very engaging and the contents were relevant and updated.”
Ram Nun Cung Siakhel. Orientation Guide, AMES Australia
education program has historically focussed
on empowering Greater Dandenong-based
service providers to appreciate the 		
experience of settling in Australia and
attempting to understand and comply with
the legal system.

Department of Health and Human Services
Child Protection, and ChildFirst. Plans are
under way for these partners to co-facilitate
additional sessions bringing all three
perspectives to the fore.
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The year in review
Health literacy - it’s everyone’s responsibility!
At enliven we acknowledge the
disproportionate impact that poor health
literacy has on our vulnerable populations in
south east Melbourne. Our partners too see
these impacts every day so in March 2018 we
launched our Health Literacy Services.
Our suite of services has been designed to
assist you to ensure your services are easy
to find, environments are simple to navigate,
and material is clear to understand.

Creating a culture of collective
responsibility
Health literacy is everyone’s responsibility.
Whether it’s training frontline staff in 		
effective communication, or helping get
organisational investment from management,
we tailor our training and development
packages to your needs.

Services include:
Developing easy English material
We can help turn your material into easy
English, to make it easier for all 		
community members to understand. 		
Whether it is a brochure, flyer, survey,
consent form, website content or other, we
can help.
“I think the images are fantastic – very
relevant and easy to follow. Amazing work!”
Ivan Jovetic. Manager Health Case
Management Team, YHaRS

“Thank you – it was excellent training and very
relevant to the work I do in
Dandenong.” Training participant
Between March and September we ran three
sold-out Health Literacy and Clear
Communication trainings. Attendance rates
and evaluation results continue to reflect our
local partners desire for capacity building in
this area.
Of note, 63% of participants reported the
highest level of understanding of ‘the
impacts poor health literacy has on
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The year in review

population health and wellbeing’ following
the training session, an increase of 4.5% from
the first session.

Before

Similarly, the number of participants 		
reporting high levels of confidence in
‘converting text into easy English,’ rose from
6% to 57% following the training.
“The environmental scan played a crucial role
in enabling SMRC to change its main reception
area to be more culturally
appropriate and welcoming to clients. The
report provided an independent evaluation
which gave the organisation guidance on
improvements to the area as well as
making the space more efficient. SMRC has
started implementing the changes suggested
and has requested a quote to change the front
desk, install computer spaces, paint the area,
install chairs, Afghan cushions and purchase
culturally appropriate artefacts. The first stage
of the renovations has already occurred with
the first consulting room now having SMRC
frosted glass, new paint and an arena for
medical and allied health services.”
Caroline Radowski. Director Client Services,
Southern Migrant Refugee Centre

Establishing health literate environment
From the reception area, to meeting spaces
and consulting rooms, we can help you
identify changes that your organisation or
workplace can make to become more health
literacy responsive.

After

Want to know more?
Check out our webiste:
enliven.org.au/health-literacy-services
Give us a call on 9791 1768
or email us at: healthliteracy@enliven.org.au
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Together we can
The Preventing Violence Together Strategy, led
by Women’s Health in the South East (WHISE),
outlines the collective approach to supporting
women and children across the Southern
Metropolitan Region (SMR) to live a life free
from violence.

workplace’ - a practical resource to 		
assist organisations in assessing the 		
challenges they face and the opportunities
they are presented with to enhance equity
and ultimately achieve equality in the
workplace.

The Strategy was developed by a Steering
Committee and driven by a Community of
Practice (CoP). enliven is a signatory to the
Strategy and represented at both these levels
of governance.

enliven will continue to support the Strategy
partners, as well as the broader community
to drive change where it is required.

The Strategy acknowledges that the 		
prevention of gender-based violence requires
change at many different levels and in many
different settings. Everyone has a role to play
in preventing violence against women and
children, and more importantly everyone has
the responsibility! As such, the Strategy is
driven by the CoP, made up of representatives
from 33 different organisations.
“Women’s Health in the South East (WHISE) is proud to call enliven a partner in our work. WHISE
could not achieve the change and betterment of women’s health and wellbeing in the region without partnerships such as that which has been established with enliven. We congratulate Rob and his
outstanding team on another year of success. Working on
systemic change of attitudes and behaviours requires strategic vision and practical
community know-how. Partners such as the team at enliven have this in spades and we all benefit
from their collective work.” Kit McMahon. CEO, WHISE
We are an active member of the Steering
Committee and the CoP’s evaluation working
group who are responsible for designing and
guiding the Strategy’s year 2 evaluation. We
also assisted in the development and review of
‘A guidance document to gender equity in the
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More information, as well as a copy of the
Strategy can be found at:
whise.org.au/our-work/preventing-violencetogether-strategy

The year in review
Promoting Responsible Gambling in
south east Melbourne
As part of Responsible Gambling Awareness
Week in October 2017, enliven received a
grant from the Victorian Responsible 		
Gambling Foundation.

New look, same great
team!
On 30 June 2018, we launched our revitalised
and revamped website enliven.org.au.

With this we coordinated a localised 		
education and empowerment session for
service providers and community members
alike. This session was delivered by Gambler’s
Help Southern and provided locally specific
insights into the harms associated with
gambling in south east Melbourne.
This session built on our history of working
with local Culturally and Linguistically Diverse
(CALD) communities, in particular the service
providers working with them as well as key
community leaders. Attendees received
information and translated resources about
the services and supports available both for
individuals and their families.
Couldn’t make it to the session?
Check out our video of the event, featuring
commentary from participants and guest
presenters at: enliven.org.au/RGAW2017

Our new-look site has all of the same
resources you’ve come to know and love, as
well as many others we have either accrued
or produced ourselves.
We have also joined the
#Twittersphere where we
have been sharing
updates on our activities,
news and information
about upcoming events,
and lots of interesting
resources.
We have enjoyed the
opportunity to
collaborate with our
partners and stakeholders
on a new platform and
encourage those who
aren’t already to #getsocial
with us at @enlivenVic.
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From strength to strength for Dandenong Seniors
enliven was selected to coordinate one of
seven Strengthening Seniors Inclusion and
Participation (SSIP) projects across Victoria,
funded by the Department of Health and
Human Services (DHHS).

2.

With a focus on the Greater Dandenong
municipality, the project was supported by a
local Project Leadership Group comprised of
representatives from:
-

Royal District Nursing Service (RDNS)
Greater Dandenong Library
Dandenong Neighbourhood House
South Eastern Legacy
City of Greater Dandenong (CGD)
Council
Monash Health
Uniting AgeWell
Regional Diversity Advisor

A survey with South Eastern Legacy
and their clients in Greater Dandenong
The survey provided an opportunity for
members to give direct feedback on
current program offerings enabling
South Eastern Legacy to review its
current range of activities and
potentially tailor them more specifically
to the needs of members’ requests. 		
They were also asked to provide
peer advice to those entering their 		
senior years!
“What other advice and ideas for
older Victorians to remain connected
to their community?”

The leadership group was instrumental in
identifying local projects that would aid in
reducing social isolation and promote
healthy ageing.
These included:
1.
Homework Club at CGD Library
Dandenong Neighbourhood House
student placement volunteers 			
mentored and supported year 6 - 12 		
students at the Dandenong Library		
to achieve their homework outcomes
and connect with peer support. This		
trial will be used to hopefully develop
an ongoing program using senior
community members as mentors.
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3.

Robotics class for 50+
Another partnership between CGD
Libraries and Dandenong
Neighbourhood House saw a free
four-week Robotics education
workshop run from the Library
for people aged 50 years and over. This
initiative was based on research
showing the effectiveness of this form
of engagement for older adults that 		
are not necessarily attracted to broader
group activities.

The year in review
Getting “around the table”
4.

5.

Technology for All
A community needs analysis 			
conducted by Dandenong
Neighbourhood House indicated the
need for technology to be
incorporated into new and innovative
ways of learning. As a result,
‘Technology for All’ was developed,
providing engaging and interactive
digital literacy related classes in a
variety of new formats for 			
Neighbourhood House attendees.

enliven has facilitated a total of 3 Aboriginal
Early Years Health Round Tables with the key
purpose of improving engagement of
Aboriginal children and families with early years
services. Over 30 individuals, representing over
a dozen organisations, have participated in the
round table discussions and workshops to date.

OASIS
A survey of previous, current and
potential users of OASIS Sports and
Aquatic Centre has been conducted by
CGD. The results are currently being
collated, with plans for those relating
to older people to inform the project
priority for SSIP.

Important aims of this strategic group include
overcoming agency/service silos and capacity
building of service and support staff to be
consumer focussed and sensitive to the multiple
needs and concerns facing many Aboriginal
families.

The round tables have seen the forming of a
strategic group to determine actions and 		
facilitate information sharing amongst key 		
services and stakeholders.

Partners acknowledge that consistent and
culturally appropriate consumer information that
meets health literacy standards, regardless of
point of access is vital, and that this could ideally
be developed collaboratively.
Other action areas for scoping include mapping
existing services (local, regional and state-wide),
development of ‘person-centred’ care models
and exploring shared training opportunities
across stakeholder service providers.
At the February 2018 session, case studies were
examined to flesh out the issues, obstacles, gaps
and challenges to engaging with the current
service system. A long list of opportunities for
consideration was developed and will form the
workplan of the group moving forward.
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The year in review
Bicultural brilliance in south east Melbourne
In partnership with Department of Health and
Human Services, Monash Health, Red Cross
and South East Community Links, enliven
ignited an initiative to promote bicultural
work in south east Melbourne.
Listening and hearing
On Wednesday 23 May, over 50 Bicultural
Workers and volunteers from across our
region and from a range of cultural
backgrounds and experiences came together
for a Bicultural Worker Forum – the first of its
kind for the region.

Amplifying and advocating
Suggestions were distilled, and resources were
developed based on these insights. These were
provided to 26 managers and representatives
from local organisations at a second region-first
forum on Tuesday 19 June.
Accompanied by lived-experience presentations
from Bicultural Workers themselves, a series
of activities were facilitated to further explore
where and how organisations can make quality
improvements and enhance their approach to
workforce mutuality.

Through interactive workshops, participants
came up with a plethora of recommendations
and quality improvement suggestions they
felt would assist organisations to more
effectively recruit, work with and retain
Bicultural Workers.
“The Bicultural Forum organised by enliven was

a great initiative for bicultural workers
including me to come together and discuss the
amazing benefits they can bring to the
organisations with their cultural lens and a
different but valuable perspective to some of the
work practices. It gives a platform to the
bicultural workers to promote their skills and
cultural understanding and how much they can
add value to the organisation. I commend
enliven for putting together this forum which
helped many bicultural workers to discuss the
various facets of cultural understanding they
can bring with them on top of their skills and
qualifications to the workplaces.”
Kalyani Srinivasan.
Access and Inclusion Officer, City of Casey
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“The forum was more than a meeting or a
training presentation, as it was an
engaging, collaborative and informative
discussion about the valuable work of
Bicultural Workers and their everyday
challenges. The forum provided an
opportunity for self-reflection and
brainstorming, and it has given us some more
practical tools and methodologies to effectively
support our CALD colleagues. I look forward to
similar initiatives in the future.”
Andrea Savarin. Community
Engagement Coordinator, Mission Australia

The year in review
Unlocking and upskilling
enliven partnered with AMES Australia to
submit a successful response to the
Department of Immigration and Border
Protection’s (DIBP) Humanitarian Settlement
Program (HSP) request for tender. Commencing
in October 2017, our role in supporting AMES’s
delivery of HSP has focussed on health literacy
resource development.
Joined by a highly skilled working group with
representatives from AMES, Monash Health and
the Refugee Health Coordinators, and using our
very own Health Literacy Services, we led the
development of a suite of resources that AMES
now use to effectively orient all refugees who
arrive in Victoria through HSP.

Sharing
‘Bicultural brilliance – a toolkit for working
with and as Bicultural Workers’ was produced
to synthesise the data collected from both
forums. It presents guides on all aspects of
bicultural work from recruitment and
retention, to rights and responsibilities, and
both personal and professional development.
A copy of the toolkit can be downloaded
from our website: enliven.org.au
“Great - great initiative, done well. Thank
you!” Kumar Narayanaswami. Settlement
Case Worker, South East Community Links

From PowerPoint presentations, to take-home
booklets, fridge magnets and even
self-adhesive business card holders, the
resources aim to unlock the knowledge required
to access and navigate health services and
supports. We also delivered training to AMES
Orientation staff and case managers, upskilling
them to use these resources to educate and
empower participants.
“We have had the pleasure of working with
enliven to enhance the content of our health
information sessions and resources for new
arrivals under the Humanitarian
Settlement Program. As a result of this
partnership and the collaborative approach of
enliven, we now have high quality,
user-friendly resources to support our
Orientation program and increase the health
literacy of settlement staff working with newly
arrived refugees.” Sarah Daly. Senior Manager
SASP, AMES Australia
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The year in review
The first step to reversing obesity in the south east
enliven facilitates the South East
Prevention Leadership Group comprised
of local councils and health service
providers in south eastern Melbourne.
This group aims to apply systems
thinking and collective impact approaches
to identified health prevention priorities.
Obesity was determined to be the highest
priority for collective action by this group.
In early 2017, we engaged Health Futures
Australia (HFA) to develop a framework for
“Tackling obesity in the south east” building
on insights from Healthy Together Victoria.
This framework maps out a plan for
achieving sustainable change through a
genuine collective impact approach.
A “Proposition for Prevention” was developed
following a series of in-depth interviews with
key local leaders. Building on this
foundational work, we are excited to
announce that the organisations
represented on the South East Prevention
Leadership Group have formalised their
commitment to progress to the next phase of
this ground-breaking change initiative.
In recognising the social and demographic
configuration of the south east, the group
resolved to concentrate on local workplace
settings, with a particular focus on the
sizeable manufacturing and private sector
workforce.
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Watch this space as together we positively
impact the significant health issues
associated with obesity such as avoidable
hospital admissions, and step towards
reversing obesity.
‘Mitch and Anna from enliven facilitated a
workshop for the South East Food and Nutrition
Network and the whole experience was
wonderful. They helped us to conceptualise
what we wanted the day to hold and supported
us with our preparation. From this we were able
to establish the vision of the SEFNN to confront
obesity using a food systems lens. Mitch and
Anna were central to facilitating this process.
Their presentation and engagement skills were
fantastic and they were able to ensure the
agenda stayed to time without disrupting the
natural flow of the day. I’d love to work with
them again!’ Steph Ashby. Health Promotion
Practitioner, Monash Health Community

The year in review
Early Intervention and Integrated Care
For many years enliven’s Early Intervention
and Integrated Care Alliance (EIIC) has run
supported networking and information
sharing opportunities for aged and
community services.

With a culture of shared learning and
development, the Alliance also arranges
forums/training on areas of collective interest.

The Alliance’s agility has proven beneficial
in the reforming aged care environment and
with the roll-out of the National Disability
Insurance Scheme (NDIS).

--

Now meeting quarterly, the Alliance’s focus
is on enabling networking and information
sharing between agencies from a range
of sectors; as well as time limited working
groups on specific issues to promote shared
learning and joint problem solving.
“Bolton Clarke (formerly RDNS) has been a
member of enliven since the commencement of
the PCPs. One of the benefits of this
membership is the strong partnerships that
we have developed with other providers. This
collaboration with other service providers has
helped us to achieve effective outcomes for the
community in which we work. Bolton Clarke
has recently been involved in the
Strengthening Seniors Inclusion and
Participation project which had positive results
for the participants. There are many changes
occurring in the sector at present, so it is good
to have the Early Intervention and Integrated
Care meetings where we network with other
providers and share
information whilst we navigate through these
changes.” Karen Atley.
Assistant Manager, Bolton Clarke

These have included:

--------

Commonwealth Home Support
Program (CHSP) Allied Health and 		
interface with MyAgedCare (MAC),
Regional Assessment Services (RAS) and
Aged Care Assessment Service (ACAS) –
practitioners supporting each other in
joint problem solving and using MAC
effectively
NDIS roll out and HACC Program for
Younger People (PYP)
Wellness and reablement – exploration
of what agencies are doing as part of
the transition to CHSP
Health Literacy
Advanced Care Planning
Elder Abuse
New Commonwealth Aged Care
Diversity Framework and Planning
Interface with GPs and Hospitals on
discharge
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The year in review
A journey of co-design
enliven’s flagship community strengthening
projects, working amongst the rich
culturally diverse tapestry of south east
Melbourne, wrapped up on 30 June.
With funding from the Victorian Multicultural
Commission (VMC) and South Eastern
Melbourne Primary Health Network
(SEMPHN), we embarked on a journey of
co-design with members of our local Afghan
and Tamil communities.

Volunteers and community leaders
participated in radio interviews with SBS
Tamil, SBS Dari and SBS Pashto spreading key
health literacy messages to listeners all over
Australia. Their rise to fame continued with
interviews and photoshoots for the
Dandenong Star Journal and Leader
Newspapers South East Melbourne.

We established advisory groups comprised of
leaders from the two communities, as well as
the key local service providers working with
them. Using co-design processes, the groups
were given genuine governance and
decision-making authorities.
With a flair for innovation, the community
leaders and volunteers designed new ways of
reaching their communities. These included
running health literacy sessions in local
settings across south east Melbourne, as well
as through coverage in the local press and on
SBS radio.
“As I am here for more than eight years, there
are many things I don’t know. But by delivering
sessions for new comers, like we did with
enliven’s projects, they get to know all the
things they have to do, how to get in and how
to utilise these services. It is also really helpful
for people who are settled but still not aware of
all the things available. So it is really good in all
the way.” Kanmani Barthasarathy.
Tamil Volunteer, enliven
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We have taken every opportunity possible to
show our community leaders and volunteers
how much we appreciate their contribution.
In August 2017, we hosted a volunteer
celebration event at City of Greater
Dandenong Council Chambers. Volunteers
were awarded for their ongoing dedication
and work by Gabrielle Williams (MP) in front
of their families, community members and
local stakeholders.

The year in review

In recognition of this work, our Afghan and
Tamil volunteers were awarded top prize in
the ‘Inclusion’ category of the Volunteering
Victoria State Awards 2017 and were
delighted to receive their award from
Gabrielle Williams (MP) and Bruce Atkinson
(MLC).

We are grateful to all that have contributed
to the success that the projects have seen –
our community leaders and volunteers, and
our local partners that have supported both
design and implementation.

The volunteers have also been praised widely
by our local partners who engaged with and
benefited from their work.
“I wasn’t present during the whole session but
my group facilitator was and she
provided really positive feedback saying that
ladies were really nice and polite; all
presentations worked well; clients were
listening and taking notes. The client’s
knowledge and confidence was much
higher after the session.” Jelena Kelly.
Orientation Coordinator, AMES Australia

Download our final report or check out our
project video at:
enliven.org.au/enliven-communitystrengthening-projects/
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Climate Change Adaptation – a multipronged approach
Community Sector Climate
Resilience Program
A facilitated resilience planning forum was
held on 9 October 2017, facilitated by ARUP
and the South East Council’s Climate Change
Alliance (SECCCA) in partnership with
enliven. The aim was to conduct mapping
and generate a gap analysis in relation to
adaptation-related plans, policies and
strategies implemented by the nine
local Councils in South East Councils. Gaps
were prioritised and recommendations
identified but just as importantly
consideration was given as to how the nine
councils can work together to strengthen the
delivery of services.

As part of our Take2 pledge and our
aspiration to minimise our impact on our
environment and optimize the effective use
of resources, we have developed an internal
Sustainability Environment Policy.

As a follow up, enliven is currently liaising
with SECCCA and the DHHS to scope the
possibility of embedding a project worker in
a local government setting to internally
improve links between emergency
management/first response teams and
broader community service teams. This
project will continue as a priority area in our
new strategic plan, and is evidence of our
renewed and ongoing commitment to
building the resilience of our communities to
the impacts of climate change.

Climate Change Adaptation for Health
and Social Services
This book, published by CSIRO and produced
by La Trobe University and enliven, is a
resource that addresses concerns from the
health and community services sector
including local government, about how to
respond to climate change and its impacts on
communities.

TAKE2 Pledge
This initiative provides free support and
advice to organisations about reducing their
contribution to climate change. As a result of
our continued promotion and social
marketing, 27% of enliven members have
now taken the pledge. We continue to
encourage all our partners to consider
joining this important cause.

Sales of the book
continue to rise, with
an additional 22 copies
sold this financial year,
bringing the total to
198.
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We strive to achieve this by increasing
communication and awareness of our efforts
in accordance with this policy and fostering
responsible environmental behaviour
amongst staff, volunteers and users at all
levels. This Sustainable Environment Policy
aims to integrate a philosophy of sustainable
development into all enliven’s activities and
to establish and promote sound
environmental practise in our operations.

Our team

Our Board

Gregg Nicholls
Chair

Our Team

Phillip Toovey
Deputy Chair

Mary Rydberg
Director

Rob Macindoe
Executive
Director,
Strategy and
Development

Anna Brazier
Manager, Refugee
Health Program

Samatha Kolasa
Director

Julie White
Director

Cinzia Theobald
Director,
Programs and
Communication

Mitchell Bowden
Health Promotion
- Project Manager

Hao Cheng
Consultant
Advisor, Refugee
Health

Michelle Sacchetti
Website and Social
Media adviser

Marg Robb
Administrative
Officer

Sayed Wahidi
Project Officer,
Refugee Health

Sharron Anderson
Project Manager

Helen Cocks
Project Manager,
Strengthening
Seniors Inclusion
and Participation

Heather Lawson
Consultant, Service
Coordination and
Korin Korin Ballit
Djak

Bookkeeper - Louise Sutton
Auditor - Saward Dawson Chartered Accountants
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Our finances

SEHCP Incorporated t/a Enliven
ABN: 56 183 844 961

Statement of Income and Expenditure and Other Comprehensive Income
For the Year Ended 30 June 2018

2018

2017

$

$

555, 220

612, 488

14, 056

11, 782

Depreciation and amortisation expense

3, 701

3, 701

Advertising

8, 414

8, 616

462, 301

405, 800

Computer expenses

3, 814

9, 496

Motor vehicle expenses

1 ,265

325

Consulting fees

97, 829

69, 521

Rental expenses

39, 872

32, 000

Admin expenses

6, 841

6, 853

643

571

4, 014

2, 811

Office expenses

15, 846

6, 539

Other expenses

882

1, 760

Total expenses

659, 478

559, 775

(104, 258)

52, 713

Other comprehensive income for the year

-

-

Total comprehensive income for the year

(104, 258)

52, 713

Income
Expenditure
Accounting fees

Employee benefits expense

Bank fees
Conference costs

Surplus/(deficit) for the year
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Our finances

Statement of Financial Position
As at 30 June 2018

2018
$

2017
$

Cash and cash equivelants

603, 039

723, 175

Trade and other receivables

27, 088

45, 850

5, 004

3, 680

635, 131

772, 705

Non-current assets
Plant and equipment

3, 166

6, 867

Total non-current assets

3, 166

6, 867

638, 297

779, 572

43, 711

60, 846

Employee benefits

22, 704

17, 186

Other liabilities

75, 620

105, 275

142, 035

183, 307

4, 255

-

TOTAL LIABILITIES

146, 290

183, 307

NET ASSETS

492, 007

596, 265

423, 663

381, 497

68, 344

214, 768

492, 007

596, 265

ASSETS

Current assets

Prepayments
Total current assets

TOTAL ASSETS
LIABILITIES
Current liabilities
Trade and other payables

Total current liabilities
Total non-current liabilities (employee benefits)

EQUITY
Retained surplus
Reserves
TOTAL EQUITY
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Our members

Organisational members
AMES Australia

LIME Management Group

Australian Croatian Community Services

Link Health and Community

Australian Multicultural Community Services Inc

mecwacare

Baptcare

MiCare Ltd

Bayside City Council

MIND Australia Ltd

Bolton Clarke

Monash Health

BrainLink Services

Motor Neurone Disease Association Victoria

Campbell Page

Move 4 Health

Cardinia Shire Council

Palliative Care South East

City of Casey

Queen Elizabeth Centre

City of Greater Dandenong

Scope (Vic) Ltd

Connect Health & Community

SECCCA

Connections UnitingCare

Southern Melbourne Integrated Cancer Service

Dandenong and District Aborigines

Southern Academic Primary Care Research Unit

Cooperative Ltd

Southern Migrant and Refugee Centre

Dental Health Services Victoria

The Bridge Inc

Doveton Neighbourhood Learning Centre Inc

UnitingCare lifeAssist

Emerge Australia

Uniting Age Well

Family Mediation and Counselling Victoria

Vision Australia

Glen Eira Kindergarten Association

Wellsprings for Women Inc

Independence Australia

Windermere Child and Family Services

Kooweerup Regional Health Service

Women’s Health in the South East

Individual members

Gregg Nicholls, Mary Rydberg, Dr Rovel Shackleford

Partnerships

The achievements of enliven are only possible because of the hard work, support and commitment of many
organisations and individuals. enliven partners with many public and private sector organisations (in health, social
services and beyond), universities and researchers, community groups, government bodies, peak bodies and
corporates. The Board and staff of enliven would like to formally acknowledge and thank everyone who has
contributed, shared their knowledge and worked with us.
*enliven is supported by funding from the Victorian Government under the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) Primary Care Partnership Program. During 2017-18, enliven also received grant funding from DHHS,
The Victorian Multicultural Commission, South Eastern Melbourne Primary Health Network and City of Greater
Dandenong.
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